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when jackie reaches a new level he can unlock new weapon combinations, allowing the player to
throw everything from hammers to bear traps at the enemy. theres also a set of secret stages after
the 20 golden dragon heads. these secret stages allow jackie to reach up to eight stars in a stage.

finally, the game allows jackie to pick up ninjas, as well as tumbling, wall-running, and breaking
ropes around him, then using all of these skills to perform the most awesome combo attacks that
you have ever seen. theres a street fighter-esque level to this game, and it isnt street fighters. its

quite an entertaining game if you enjoy the other jackie chan games, or even non jackie chan games
like ninja gaiden. just know that its not a true jackie chan game, its a game based on his story. its

not nearly as hard or as challenging as ninja gaiden, but it does have a decent amount of content. it
isnt an easy game, but its not meant to be. its a fun game and you wont be disappointed if you try it.
its a good game to pass the time while you wait for the next jackie chan game or for the jackie chan
movies. the good: addictive. simple but fun. the bad: stuntmasters not a jackie chan game. the ugly:

no story. just action. what i liked: its not a slow game. its got a good sense of humor. its the same
game as jackie chan adventures: legend of the dark hand. its easy to pick up and play. its got a cool
unlock system. what i didn't like: it doesnt follow the jackie chan movie plots. its not exactly a jackie

chan game. jackie chan stuntmaster [slus-00684] can be played in your browser for free. no
download is required. just click and play. enjoy jackie chan stuntmaster game on pc. play jackie chan

stuntmaster on your desktop, mobile, or tablet. you can even play jackie chan stuntmaster in high
quality on your tv with an xbox, playstation, or xbox one through ps vita tv. emulator games is the

best source for jackie chan stuntmaster [slus-00684] download in the fastest growing games
platform.
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designed by taito, the game is based on the concept of the movie. when you first start the game,
you are given a list of jackie chan's movies, then you are taken to his house. then you are greeted by
his grandson (a.k.a. the protagonist) and he gives you the task of rescuing his grandfather. because

of his grandson's fighting skills, the grandson, as the main character, is used as the player's
character. the game consists of 3 different parts: a world map, a series of movie scenes, and a bonus

stage. it also features a scrolling cut-scene that plays as you move across the levels, and youll get
the feeling that youre in a jackie chan movie. the music is a modern rock mix that moves at a

leisurely pace, and the sound effects throughout the game are great. do the same jackie chan moves
in the game as in the movie. keep in mind, however, that youll need to play the game on a 3dtv. its
2d when playing on a monitor. as for the story, youre in a warehouse that houses chinese artifacts.
your goal is to fight off the villains that are looking to steal them. the game is split into 10 different

levels, each with its own theme and jackie chan-esque voice-over. the controls feel like youre playing
a jackie chan game. youll move around by simply pointing and clicking, and you can pick up objects
using the mouse. you can also perform classic jackie chan maneuvers, such as sweeping an arm out
to the sides, kicking an enemy, or flipping a table over. the main part of the game is punching and
kicking your enemies to knock them out. there are 10 types of enemies in the game, from shouters

to breakers. 5ec8ef588b
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